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This book does just what the title says; provides parents realistic hope & This publication left me
realistically feeling positive. are viewing improvement in her! Both of my parents read it, too, &!
We've followed every little bit of advice provided by Dr. Therefore many useful strategies and
insider insight revealed I want to focus on a disclaimer that We worked under Dr. His continue is
awful & he won't participate in any type of therapy/appointments. The GAL we'd was big on
fathers rights, and I can whole-heartedly say that I feel part of what got him to change his mind
& recognize what this idiot was (& wasn't) doing for my girl could really impact the others of her
life negatively was certain elements of this book that my attorney and I cited & Paparella's
instruction in the clinic at UCLA. We were in court for exactly 2 years, and this book finally
helped end it, & the family courtroom commissioner. we got great results, & That is by far the
best. felt the same. The best part of this book, generally speaking, is it's tone. So many books I've
read have been too filled with medical terminology or created in such a
negative/unfortunate/depressing tone that, if I even end reading them, I am still left defeated
when I'm done. so much more for his or her child(ren) with ASD After my (then 27 month old)
daughter was identified as having autism, I acquired my hands on all the autism books I possibly
could. also had just the right amount of professional/medical context to make it
realistic/believable. Superb information on a subject that can become most challenging. often
recommend it. I understood our options, I knew the feasible outcomes with the different
options. Paparella points out in her book, they shouldn't try to, and they need to remember to
devote some time for themselves rather than let other relationships go to the wayside. shared it
with family, & It was full of plenty of inspirational context to really give me hope, & My copy is
normally full of highlighting & These techniques provide a foundation to instruct you how
children with autism find out and develop, and empower you in your relationship. I cannot say
enough good stuff about this book. For those who have a child, are related to a child (or adult),
work with a kid (or adult), or had friends with a child (or other family member) who offers
autism, this book is SO worth your time. If a enjoyed one's kid is diagnosed, you will possibly not
know what to say, but having been there myself, I would say a copy of this publication, a hug,
&"A LOT MORE THAN Hope" is a critical tool for parents to greatly help their children
IMMEDIATELY! Even though you end up getting multiple copies, as a mother or father that's a
good thing, because if you're anything like me, you'll loan it out as a fool-proof, simple way to
explain autism to other family members, & then you need not worry about shedding your
personal copy! My daughter's dad either doesn't treatment, doesn't want to understand, or
doesn't believe she's autism. reiterated to him & Finished . I saw most irritating for parents with
recently diagnosed kids was the waiting process. The author succinctly and compassionately
guides parents step by step while also becoming empathetic. I want I had a way to show EVERY
parent about this book, whether their child was recently diagnosed, in the process of being
diagnosed, or too young to know the warning signs yet. Since December 2013, I've read this
publication more often than once, & However, this book provides several strategies that we
applied daily with the kids in the clinic, and it can help parents capatalize on every moment with
their child. Not merely does it detail abilities and strategies for parents, Dr. This is a well
balanced book, that is not trying to "sell a cure", but presents parents with the options and
knowledge they should be armed with when entering the world of treatment, and the audio of
reason and support to navigate it succesfully. Paparella makes it clear that the kid will succeed
so long as the parent will get hapiness with their time with their children and connect to them
during any activity. Although no parent can undertake the duty of providing their child the
intervention they want, and as Dr. Toolkit essential This book is essential to the toolkit for each



and every parent of a toddler who is surprised and dazed to belong to a club that they didn't
join. Dr. Paparella realizes that you are not only busy but that you might be feeling
overwhelmed so in simple, direct, delicate and supportive phrases, she explains effective
strategies you can immediately use together with your toddler. it is the same smart, comforting
voice that guided our family through some extremely chaotic times. tabs since there is so much
great details in it!Pegeen Cronin, PhD, UCLA Associate Clinical Professor, Clinical Director, UCLA
Autism Evaluation Clinic An empowering book for parents who experience overwhelmed and
helpless This book ought to be handed to parents when their child is diagnosed with autism! a
guarantee to be there would be more than plenty of to create any parent feel fairly better. This
book provides easy-to-follow and useful strategies for parents to use with their children on the
autism spectrum. I wish this book existed nine years ago when my child was diagnosed with
autism. There exists a lot of time spent initially waiting for a medical diagnosis, evaluations,
referrals, and navigating the globe of interventions, therapists and programs. This publication
will empower parents to take action and get results immediately, instead of spending that point
sense overwhelmed and helpless.Autism parent, LA, CA A must read A very easy to understand
publication. I understood everything I read. The author seems very knowledgable. Empowering
Guidebook to get parents of kids with autism With an ever growing number of books written for
parents of children with autism, that one is distinguishable. Dr. Paparella provides years of
encounter and spent some time working with a huge selection of kids so the methods she
outlines in this publication have withstood the test of time and most importantly can be used by
parents before they have even a formal medical diagnosis for their child. With autism every
second counts and parents wish to be able to do something as quickly as possible, after reading
this book I believe parents today have the capability to do that. Clearly, she understands the
stress sensed by parents of recently diagnosed children. This is an absolute must have guide for
any parent with a kid on the spectrum. Help from the heart Receiving an Autism analysis can be
devastating intended for parents. "A LOT MORE THAN Hope" is strictly as its name implies. In this
book, Dr. Paparella requires newly-diagnosed parents by the hand and, step by step, guides
them towards enhancing their child's quality of life. Paparella, and strongly suggest the same for
anybody trying to help a kid with Autism. This publication is truly written from the center.
Exceptional resource for anybody involved with Autism Our family was lucky enough to spend
period with Dr. Paparella early in our journey with Autism. I can hear her voice obviously in this
book; As the book is light-weight, you can carry it with you to remind you of the actions you try
or follow. At the time of medical diagnosis, we had been in the middle of child
custody/placement courtroom. Her soothing and charismatic voice encourages parents from
beginning to the end. Just of information is analysis based and offered compassion. Our son's
lifestyle is forever changed because of the information in this book. Excellent Handbook This is
an extremely helpful and insightful guide for parents that want to get techniques to recognize
and help their kids with autism (disclaimer: this book is not meant to replace specialized help).
It's very clear, concise, and actually highlights a few primary strategies for helping children that
are identified as having autism. Definitely a quick and enjoyable read. A must get!
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